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Friday 10th September 2021
Year 6 Residential to Whitby
Dear Parents and Carers,
We have planned a 3 day residential for year 6 on Monday 4 th October – Wednesday 6th October 2021. The full cost is
£110.00 which we realise is more than the previous residential they went on however this is due to the location and it
being 2 nights. Under usual circumstances, we would have given you more notice, however due to restrictions at the
end of the last academic year, we were unsure if this trip would be able to go ahead – we can only apologise for this.
Included in the cost will be: transport, 2 nights at Whitby Youth Hostel including breakfast, lunch and evening meal,
Eden Camp 2nd World War Museum, Whitby Abbey visit and a trip to Robin Hood’s Bay and a few other activities in
Whitby.
As well as the residential trip being good for developing the children’s confidence and independence, it is a great
chance to spend some time with their peers especially in their last year of primary school. We have planned the trip to
support their current topic in history on the Second World War by visiting Eden Camp which is an old prisoner of war
camp that has been turned into a museum showing virtually aspect of the 2nd World War inside the old prisoner huts.
Also, in science the children are studying fossils and we plan to visit Robin Hood’s Bay in search of these and to visit
Whitby Museum which has a great collection of fossils. The children are also studying natural resources and we plan to
see how the North Sea is important in this. There will also be plenty of free time to spend in Whitby on the beach and
seeing the location of the Dracula story.
For children who went to the Lake District with us in year 4, you will know children can choose who they wish to share
rooms with at the hostel and the hostel provides a range of foods for each meal which the children can select from.
It should be a really interesting trip and we hope that as many as possible can go.
We can accommodate 78 pupils. Parentpay has been set up to accept deposits on Monday 13th September at
4.30pm on a first come first served basis. We are asking that you pay a deposit of £40.00 and the remainder of
£70.00 is paid by 30th September once a place has been confirmed.
We do appreciate that this is a large amount of money and we are not giving you much time to pay this however we
wanted to make sure that the trip could go ahead once we came back in September. If you have any questions please
let me or your class teacher know.
Please note: If there are any financial reasons which may impact on your child being able
to attend this trip / visit / residential, please contact Dawn Howarth, inclusion officer.
Yours sincerely
Miss Roberts
To go further than we thought possible
To run faster than we hoped
To reach higher than we dreamed
To be the best that we can be

